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Abstract

Motion is an essential component of everyday tactile experience: most manual interactions

involve relative movement between the skin and objects. Much of the research on the neural

basis of tactile motion perception has focused on how direction is encoded, but less is

known about how speed is. Perceived speed has been shown to be dependent on surface

texture, but previous studies used only coarse textures, which span a restricted range of tan-

gible spatial scales and provide a limited window into tactile coding. To fill this gap, we mea-

sured the ability of human observers to report the speed of natural textures—which span the

range of tactile experience and engage all the known mechanisms of texture coding—

scanned across the skin. In parallel experiments, we recorded the responses of single units

in the nerve and in the somatosensory cortex of primates to the same textures scanned at

different speeds. We found that the perception of speed is heavily influenced by texture:

some textures are systematically perceived as moving faster than are others, and some tex-

tures provide a more informative signal about speed than do others. Similarly, the responses

of neurons in the nerve and in cortex are strongly dependent on texture. In the nerve,

although all fibers exhibit speed-dependent responses, the responses of Pacinian corpus-

cle–associated (PC) fibers are most strongly modulated by speed and can best account for

human judgments. In cortex, approximately half of the neurons exhibit speed-dependent

responses, and this subpopulation receives strong input from PC fibers. However, speed

judgments seem to reflect an integration of speed-dependent and speed-independent

responses such that the latter help to partially compensate for the strong texture depen-

dence of the former.

Introduction

When we manipulate objects, we acquire information about their properties—their shape and

texture, e.g.—through the sense of touch. Most interactions involve movement between skin

and object, and tactile signals tend to be enhanced by movement, leading, for example, to

increased sensitivity to surface texture [1–3] and to local object contours [4]. We are implicitly
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aware of the motion-induced sensitization of touch, as evidenced by the fact that we spontane-

ously deploy exploratory procedures that involve motion to acquire object-specific informa-

tion [5]. Touch also conveys information about the motion itself, as evidenced by the fact that

(blindfolded) subjects can distinguish the direction [6–8] and speed at which objects move

across the skin [9,10].

Very little is known about how motion is represented in the responses of tactile nerve fibers.

One conjecture is that motion is computed from the sequential activation of fibers with spa-

tially displaced receptive fields (RFs) [11], but this has not been systematically investigated.

The firing rate of nerve fibers tends to increase as stimuli move faster across the skin [12–14],

but surface texture also modulates afferent firing rates. How speed- and texture-dependent

components are disentangled remains to be elucidated.

In somatosensory cortex, the neural representation of motion direction has been shown to

be remarkably similar to its visual counterparts [15–18]. Indeed, one subpopulation of somato-

sensory neurons is tuned for the direction of motion of individual stimulus contours—individ-

ual stimulus edges, e.g.—whereas a (presumably downstream) population is tuned for the

direction of the stimulus as a whole, a motif that is also observed in primary visual and medial

temporal cortices [17,19]. In fact, the same computation seems to be deployed in the two sen-

sory systems to compute global motion direction from local motion signals.

Less is known, however, about the neural basis of tactile speed coding. One of the key find-

ings from extant studies, however, is that, although the responses of cortical neurons are mod-

ulated by scanning speed, their responses also tend to be dependent on surface texture, similar

to their afferent counterparts. Although the texture dependence of cortical responses may

underlie the texture dependence of tactile speed perception, this relationship is not straightfor-

ward [20]. Furthermore, previous studies of speed coding used coarse textures, which provide

an incomplete picture of tactile coding because they exclude neural mechanisms involved in

processing fine surface elements (smaller than approximately 0.5 mm), thereby disregarding

most of the tangible range of spatial scales [1,21].

The objective of the present study is to elucidate the neural mechanisms of speed coding

along the somatosensory neuraxis using the full range of tangible textures. First, we measure

the ability of human subjects to judge and discriminate tactile speed to characterize the percep-

tual sensitivity to speed and its dependence on surface texture. Second, we examine the

responses of tactile nerve fibers to scanned surfaces, characterize how scanning speed modu-

lates the response, and ascertain what aspects of the response might account for speed percep-

tion. Finally, we examine the speed and texture dependence of the responses of neurons in

somatosensory cortex, investigate how these responses might be inherited from their periph-

eral inputs, and assess how the cortical representation might account for perception. We con-

clude that tactile speed is not explicitly computed from the responses of tactile nerve fibers,

contrary to existing models of speed processing. Rather, perceived speed is determined by the

relative strength of afferent responses, themselves systematically dependent on surface texture.

Our tactile perception of speed is thus predictably nonveridical.

Results

To elucidate the neural mechanisms of tactile speed processing, we obtained from blindfolded

human subjects perceptual judgments of speed as a variety of textured surfaces (see S1 Table)

were scanned across their stationary fingertips using a circular drum. Scanning speeds ranged

from 40 mm/s to 120 mm/s, spanning the range of speeds used spontaneously [22–24]. In paral-

lel experiments, we recorded the responses of tactile nerve fibers and of neurons in the somato-

sensory cortex of primates to an overlapping set of textures using an identical apparatus. We
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then assessed how speed affected the neuronal responses in the nerve and in the brain, the

degree to which speed-related responses could be disentangled from texture-related ones, and

the extent to which neuronal responses could account for perceptual judgments of speed. Note

that neuronal responses from rhesus macaques have been previously shown to yield very precise

predictions of the perception of motion direction in humans [17,19,25]. These previous results,

and many others linking human perception to monkey neurophysiology, demonstrate that

motion processing in macaques is a good model of its counterpart in humans.

Psychophysics

First, we sought to assess the precision with which human subjects can judge tactile speed and

the degree to which these judgments depend on surface texture.

In the first experiment, textures were scanned across the subjects’ fingertip at each of five

equally spaced speeds ranging from 40 to 120 mm/s, and subjects rated the speed on a scale of

their own choosing. Ratings were normalized within sessions and then averaged within sub-

jects (Fig 1A). Responses were moderately consistent across subjects (mean pairwise Pearson

correlation coefficient r = 0.74 [n = 10], and r = 0.70 [n = 8] for the second subset). Critically,

the perception of speed was highly influenced by texture (Fig 1B and S1A Fig): although all

surfaces were perceived as moving faster as speed increased, some surfaces were systematically

perceived as moving faster than others. For example, vinyl always felt slower than metallic silk.

Furthermore, some textures yielded shallower speed functions than others. For example, rat-

ings increased more slowly with speed for vinyl than for metallic silk. The texture dependence

of speed ratings was quantified by examining the regression coefficients relating ratings to

speed for each texture (Fig 1C and S1B Fig). Both the intercept and the slope of the regression

were strongly dependent on texture. The texture-dependent effects seemed to be related to the

intensity of texture-related skin vibrations, measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer, as evi-

denced by the correlation between vibratory power and the intercept of the regressions (S1C

Fig, r = 0.65, p = 0.041, n = 10). This relationship between speed and skin vibrations is consis-

tent with a previous psychophysical observation that imposing vibrations on the skin impairs

tactile speed discrimination [26].

Next, to obtain a more objective measure of the perceptual sensitivity to speed and its

dependence on surface texture, we had subjects perform a discrimination task, in which they

were presented with pairs of scanned surfaces—a reference at 80 mm/s and a comparison

whose speed varied from 20 to 140 mm/s—and judged which surface moved faster. In some

experimental blocks, the same texture was presented twice on each trial; in other experimental

blocks, two different textures were presented. For each subject and texture, we fit a psychomet-

ric function to the proportion of times the comparison surface was judged to be faster than the

reference as a function of speed (Fig 2A). Consistent with results from the magnitude estima-

tion experiment, we found that different textures yielded very different psychometric functions

(Fig 2B). Weber fractions—the proportion by which speed needed change for the subject to

reliably judge relative speed—varied over a fivefold range (from 0.2 to 1, Fig 2C). As expected,

Weber fractions were correlated with the slopes obtained in the magnitude estimation experi-

ment (S2A Fig, r = -0.81, p = 0.052, n = 10).

When the two textures in the pair were different, speed discrimination performance was

strongly affected, as evidenced by a shift in the point of subjective equality (PSE) to the left or

right, indicating that one of the textures was systematically judged to be faster than the other

(Fig 3). For instance, denim was almost always perceived to be faster than thick corduroy; thin

corduroy was judged to be slightly faster than thick corduroy, a difference likely driven by the

difference in spatial frequency (cf. [10]). Whereas psychometric functions from the same-
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texture speed discrimination task yielded a PSE that coincided with the reference speed (7

one-sample t tests, t(7) = [−0.24; −0.89; 2.38; 1.32; 1.28; −1.62; −0.687], all p> 0.05 but one,

p = 0.049, no Bonferroni correction), the PSE differed from the reference speed for speed dis-

crimination with the two different textures (10 one-sample t tests, t(8) = [−13.61; 2.95; 7.11;

3.86; −5.99; 6.31; −9.85; −7.76; −4.19; 5.91], all p< 0.05 but one, p = 0.21, after Bonferroni cor-

rection). There was no relationship between Weber fractions derived from the “same-texture”

trials (Fig 2C) and the shift in PSE observed in the “different-texture” trials (S2B Fig, r = 0.19,

p = 0.25, n = 45), suggesting that speed sensitivity does not predict perceptual biases.

In summary, then, some textures provide more information about speed than do others—

as evidenced by a wide range of texture-specific Weber fractions—and some textures are felt as

moving faster than are others—as evidenced by shifts in the PSE when different textures are

paired.

Speed coding in the nerve

Next, we investigated the effect of changing scanning speed on the responses of tactile nerve

fibers. To this end, we recorded the activity of 21 nerve fibers—9 slowly adapting type 1 (SA1),

9 rapidly adapting (RA), and 3 Pacinian corpuscle–associated (PC) fibers—as textures were

scanned at different speeds across the fingertips of anesthetized monkeys. We observed that

Fig 1. Speed ratings across textures. (A) Magnitude estimates of speed obtained from an example subject.

Normalized speed ratings for different textures are shown in different colors. Dots denote single trials (n = 6 per

condition), and lines denote means. (B) Average speed rating for all subjects (n = 10). Dots denote the mean, and

shaded areas denote the SEM. (C) Coefficients (slope versus intercept) of the linear regression relating speed ratings to

speed. Error bars denote the SEM (n = 10). Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g001
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the firing rate of all afferent types increased with speed, but to different degrees (Fig 4): PC

fiber responses were far more dependent on speed than were their SA1 counterparts, as evi-

denced by shallow functions relating mean firing rate to speed for SA1 fibers and steep ones

for PC fibers (S3A Fig); RA fiber responses exhibited an intermediate degree of speed depen-

dence. Importantly, the dependence of afferent firing rates on speed was dwarfed by their

dependence on texture (Fig 4B). Indeed, mean afferent firing rate was a poor predictor of scan-

ning speed (linear regression, R2 = 0.03, 0.13, and 0.19 for SA1, RA, and PC fibers,

respectively).

Next, we investigated whether afferent response could account for perceived speed across

speeds and textures. We found that PC firing rates were most predictive of perceived speed

(Fig 5A, linear regression R2 = 0.73, F[1,28] = 74.51, p< 0.001), RA responses less so (R2 =

0.48, F[1,28] = 25.82, p< 0.001), and SA1 responses not at all (R2 = 0.02, F[1,28] = 0.71,

p = 0.41). Predictions based on the responses of all three afferent types were no better than

those based on PC responses alone (S3B Fig, R2 = 0.73; also see S3C–S3E Fig). Furthermore,

PC responses could account for differences in the texture-dependent perceptual sensitivity to

speed. Indeed, Weber fractions were lower when changes in speed had a strong effect on the

firing rate for PC fibers (R2 = 0.79) and less so for RA fibers (R2 = 0.45) (Fig 5B). Finally, the

shift in the PSE observed when subjects discriminated the speed of different textures was con-

sistent with the relative PC fiber response to the two textures, at least in their sign (Fig 5C).

Fig 2. Speed discrimination within texture. (A) Discrimination performance—as gauged by the proportion of trials

judged faster than the reference (at 80 mm/s) versus speed—of an example subject for “thin corduroy” (black) and

“metallic silk” (pink). (B) Performance averaged across subjects for all tested textures (n = 8 subjects for each texture).

Error bars denote the SEM. (C) Weber fraction obtained from individual subjects (small dots) along with the

respective means ± SEM (large dots and bars). Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g002
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Fig 3. Speed discrimination across textures. (A, B) Discrimination performance—as gauged by the proportion of

trials on which the comparison was judged to be faster than the reference versus speed—averaged across subjects for

each texture pair. In (A), the reference and comparison were the same texture (reproduced from Fig 2, but organized

by pairs). In (B), the reference and comparison were different textures. The color (black or red) depicts the texture

used as reference. (C) PSE for the same (left, light) and different (right, dark) texture pairs. Error bars denote the SEM

(n = 8 for each same pair, n = 9 subjects for each different pair). Stars reflect the outcome of a one-sample t test versus

80 mm/s (− denotes not significant, �p< 0.05, ��p< 0.01, ���p< 0.001). The effect of texture on PSE was consistent

with the results from the magnitude estimation experiment (Fig 1C, intercepts). Data underlying this figure can be

found in S1 Data. PSE, point of subjective equality.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g003
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That is, the texture that evoked a stronger response in PC fibers was systematically perceived

as moving faster than the other.

Finally, we examined whether precise spike timing conveys information about speed. To

this end, we used a cross-validated multiple regression analysis to decode the scanning speed

from spiking responses of tactile fibers by comparing spike trains at different temporal resolu-

tions using a spike distance metric (see Materials and methods). Such a metric will yield a

shorter distance to the extent that two spike trains exhibit the same temporal pattern and

might therefore improve performance over a simple rate code. We found that our ability to

decode speed from afferent responses did not improve when timing was taken into consider-

ation (S4A Fig) and that the speed decoded using spike timing–sensitive decoders was not

more predictive of perceived speed than was that based on spike counts (S4B Fig). Temporal

spiking patterns have been shown to be highly texture dependent [21], so it is not surprising

that spike timing does not contribute reliable information about speed.

In summary, the firing rates of tactile nerve fibers systematically increase with increasing

speed, but the perceptual sensitivity to speed and the dependence of perceived speed on surface

texture seem to reflect PC firing rates.

Fig 4. Speed dependence of the responses of tactile nerve fibers. (A) Spiking responses of two nerve fibers from each

class (SA1, RA, and PC fibers) to two repeated presentations of 11 different textures scanned at three different speeds.

(B) Mean firing rate across fibers of each type. Each color is a different texture (see legend at the bottom left); light gray

represents the textures not used in the psychophysical experiments. Data underlying this figure can be found in S1

Data. PC, Pacinian corpuscle–associated; RA, rapidly adapting; SA1, slowly adapting type 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g004
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Speed coding in cortex

Finally, we investigated the effect of changing scanning speed on the responses of neurons in

somatosensory cortex. To this end, we recorded from 49 neurons in the somatosensory cortex

of awake rhesus macaques (14 in area 3b, 26 in area 1, and 9 in area 2) as we scanned 10 tex-

tures—a subset of those used in the psychophysical and peripheral nerve experiments—across

their fingertips at 4 different speeds (60, 80, 100, and 120 mm/s).

Single neurons. First, we investigated the degree to which the responses of individual cor-

tical neurons are modulated by scanning speed. We found that, although neurons are almost

always sensitive to texture [27], speed sensitivity is much less prevalent in somatosensory cor-

tex (Fig 6). Indeed, the responses of most neurons were significantly modulated by texture

(two-way ANOVA on each neuron, p< 0.001 for 48/49 neurons), but the responses of only

60% of them were significantly modulated by speed (p< 0.001 for 29/49 neurons, see examples

in Fig 6A and 6B). The majority of speed-sensitive neurons exhibited an increase (and none a

Fig 5. Speed coding in the nerve. (A) Rating of perceived speed (averaged across subjects) as a function of afferent FR

(averaged across nerve fibers of each type) at the three tested speeds. Each color denotes a different texture (see legend

in Fig 4). (B) Weber fractions as a function of afferent speed sensitivity (as indexed by the slope of the function relating

afferent FR to speed). (C) Difference in PSE as a function of difference in FR at 80 mm/s (normalized using [a − b] / [a

+ b]). For all three psychophysical paradigms—speed rating, within-texture discrimination, and across-texture

discrimination—PC FRs best account for the texture dependence of speed perception. Error bars denote the SEM.

Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data. FR, firing rate; PC, Pacinian corpuscle–associated; PSE, point of

subjective equality; RA, rapidly adapting; SA1, slowly adapting type 1; spk, spike.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g005
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significant decrease) in firing rate with speed (Fig 7A, p< 0.001 for 25/29 neurons). No neu-

rons exhibited speed tuning, as evidenced by the fact that a quadratic function did not provide

a better description of the relationship between firing rate and speed than did a linear one

(S5A Fig). Speed sensitivity was approximately equivalent across the different cortical fields in

somatosensory cortex and lower than in the nerve (Fig 7B). As expected, neurons that received

strong PC fiber input tended to be more speed sensitive than neurons that did not (Fig 7C, see

Materials and methods).

Speed signals in cortical populations. Next, we sought to estimate the degree to which

speed can be veridically decoded from the firing rates of populations of cortical neurons. First,

we found that the ability to decode speed from neuronal responses leveled off with as few as 20

neurons (Fig 8A, fitted half-life mean ± SD: 9.3 ± 5.1 neurons within texture and 14.7 ± 11.9

neurons across texture), but the asymptotic performance level varied from texture to texture.

As expected, within-texture decoding performance was driven by the speed-sensitive neurons

(Fig 8B, left): performance using only this population (n = 25) was similar to the performance

Fig 6. Speed dependence of the responses of cortical neurons. (A) Spiking responses of four neurons in

somatosensory cortex to five repeated presentations of 10 different textures scanned over the center of their RFs at two

different speeds. Neurons #2 and #46 increase their rate with speed; neurons #18 and #9 do not. (B) Mean firing rate

versus speed. Each color denotes a different texture (see legend at the bottom left). Data underlying this figure can be

found in S1 Data. spk, spike.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g006
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using the entire population (n = 49). However, when decoding speed across textures, the inclu-

sion of the speed-insensitive population significantly boosted performance (Fig 8B, right), sug-

gesting that the texture confound can be corrected for using the responses of neurons that

encode texture but not speed. With speed-insensitive responses included, performance across

texture was similar to that within texture.

The neural basis of speed perception in somatosensory cortex. Given that speed percep-

tion is strongly texture dependent, we did not expect to find a veridical speed signal in somato-

sensory cortex. Rather, we wished to find an aspect of the cortical response that could account

for the speed judgments obtained from human subjects. First, we examined whether the popu-

lation firing rate—which is sensitive to both speed and texture—might account for the speed

perception and found that it did not (Fig 8C, R2 = 0.06, F[1,38] = 2.43, p = 0.13), nor could it

account for the texture-dependent bias in speed discrimination (S5B Fig, r = −0.07, p = 0.85,

n = 10). Then, we examined whether speed perception might be exclusively determined by the

responses of speed-sensitive neurons but found that the response of this population overesti-

mated the texture dependence of speed ratings. In light of this, we examined whether the com-

bined responses of speed-sensitive and speed-insensitive neurons might drive perceived speed.

Specifically, we assessed whether a linear combination of the mean firing rates in the two pop-

ulations might predict perceived speed and found that it did (Fig 8D, R2 = 0.68, F[2,37] =

39.59, p< 0.001). The speed neurons’ weight (0.030) and the non–speed neurons’ weight

(−0.027) were similar in amplitude but of opposite sign, suggesting that the non–speed neu-

rons partially compensate for the bias introduced by the different textures. In other words, the

texture modulation in the responses of speed-sensitive neurons is compensated for to some

degree based on the responses of speed-insensitive neurons.

Discussion

We show that the speed perception depends on texture in two ways. First, some textures sys-

tematically feel as though they are moving faster than others. This strong dependence of speed

perception on surface texture is surprising given the near independence of texture perception

on speed [28]. Second, some textures provide more accurate speed signals. We find that PC

responses account for both of these aspects of the texture dependence of speed perception,

Fig 7. Speed coding in single cortical units. (A) p-Value versus normalized regression slopes for each neuron. Black

denotes cortical neurons, and red denotes nerve fibers. Marker type denotes cortical field or fiber type (see legend).

The gray line denotes the threshold for significance (10−4). (B) Regression slope for each neuron, classified by area and

fiber type (bars show the mean across neurons). (C) PC weight as a function of regression slope for each neuron.

Neurons with higher PC input tend to be more sensitive to speed. Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data.

PC, Pacinian corpuscle–associated; RA, rapidly adapting; SA1, slowly adapting type 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g007
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suggesting that these fibers play a critical role in speed processing. In somatosensory cortex,

neurons can be split into two populations: neurons whose responses increase monotonically

with scanning speed—which receive dominant input from PC fibers (Fig 7C)—and neurons

whose responses are insensitive to speed. Speed perception depends on both populations, in

which the speed-independent signal serves to partially correct for the texture dependence of

the speed-dependent signal.

An intensive code for tactile speed

Previous work has shown that the coding of motion direction is similar in visual and somato-

sensory cortices [16,29]. At early stages of motion processing, cortical neurons are tuned for

the direction of local edges. However, these signals are subject to the aperture problem and

convey ambiguous information about the direction of global motion. In both sensory modali-

ties, the ambiguity seems to be resolved in similar ways, suggesting that similar computations

are implemented to solve the same problem [15].

Fig 8. Population coding of speed in somatosensory cortex. (A) Speed decoding performance as a function of

number of neurons within texture, including both speed-sensitive and speed-insensitive neurons. Each color denotes a

different texture (see legend in Fig 6). (B) Speed decoding performance within (left) and across (right) textures, using

A (n = 49), S (n = 25), and N (n = 24). Each colored dot is a different texture; the square and line denote the

mean ± SD. (C) Speed ratings versus the mean firing rate of the entire cortical population. Each color denotes a

different texture. (D) Speed rating versus the best-fitting linear combination of the mean firing rates of the two

subpopulations of neurons (speed sensitive and insensitive). Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data. A,

the entire population of neurons; N, the speed-insensitive subpopulation; S, the speed-sensitive subpopulation; spk,

spike.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000431.g008
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The perception of motion speed also bears some similarities in the two modalities. For

example, high-contrast visual gratings are perceived to move faster than low-contrast ones

[30], an effect that is analogous to the effect of vibratory intensity on perceived tactile speed.

Furthermore, the spatial frequency of visual gratings influences their perceived speed [31–33],

a phenomenon that is also observed in touch [10]. In fact, frequency provides a common

frame of reference to integrate visual and tactile speed signals [34].

However, the processing of motion speed seems to rely on fundamentally different mecha-

nisms in the visual and somatosensory systems. Indeed, neurons in primary visual cortex

exhibit tuning to speed [35,36], and this tuning persists through multiple stages of processing

along the visual pathway [37–39]. Speed tuning is thought to stem from elementary motion

detectors (EMDs), consisting of two receptors with spatially displaced RFs whose outputs are

temporally delayed relative to each other and combined multiplicatively [40–42]. The pre-

ferred speed—which elicits the highest firing rate—is not only determined by the spacing

between RFs and the time delay but also influenced by the contrast and spatial frequency of

the object [39,43]. The similarities between direction coding and perception in vision and

touch [7,11,17,44,45] suggest the presence of an EMD-like mechanism to compute motion

direction.

Tactile speed, on the other hand, is not computed by EMDs, as evidenced by the lack of

speed tuning in cortex [19,20]. Computational modeling reveals that an EMD-like mechanism

appears ill-suited to compute tactile speed given the range of speeds experienced during every-

day manual interactions. Indeed, the density of innervation of the skin is too sparse and the

required delays too long for such a mechanism to mediate the extraction of tactile speed (S6

Fig). Rather, we propose that the perceived speed of a surface is determined by the strength of

the neural response, both in the nerve—primarily by PC fiber afferents—and in somatosensory

cortex. This intensive code for tactile speed is consistent with previous psychophysical observa-

tions that motion aftereffects become stronger with increased speed [46].

Unlike an EMD-like mechanism, which actually computes speed, the intensive code for tac-

tile speed is highly susceptible to biases because any signal that modulates PC fiber firing rates

confounds it. The ambiguity of the speed representation is only partially rescued by a texture-

dependent, speed-independent signal—carried by a subpopulation of neurons in somatosen-

sory cortex—which corrects for the modulating influence of the texture-related signal on the

speed-related signal. The advantage of this PC-mediated intensive code is that it is supported

by a much larger population of fibers. Whereas an EMD-like mechanism would rely on 100 or

200 nerve fibers with RFs over the area of contact with the surface, skin vibrations elicited dur-

ing texture scanning propagate across the skin over long distances, thereby exciting a lot more

afferents [47,48].

Temporal code for tactile speed

We tested two putative spike timing–dependent codes for tactile speed: the EMD-like mecha-

nism and a more generic readout based on temporal spiking sequences. The first was rejected

because its implementation is biologically implausible (S6 Fig). The second was rejected

because it did not yield improved speed decoding or better predictions of perceived speed (S4

Fig). That speed perception is not mediated by a temporal code is not surprising given the crit-

ical dependence of spike timing on texture [21]. Indeed, different textures evoke different tem-

poral spiking patterns, which dilate or contract with decreases or increases in scanning speed,

respectively. Speed information can only be extracted from these spiking sequences if the con-

tribution of the texture to that sequence is known. We did not test every possible approach to

extract speed information from temporal spiking patterns, so there may be a way to do so.
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However, the present results suggest that a simple code based on firing rates accounts for the

dependence of perceived speed on speed and texture.

Conclusions

The main conclusion of this study, then, is that speed coding relies on a heuristic: the stronger

the skin vibrations, the faster a surface is perceived as moving across the skin. Although an

EMD-like mechanism provides an objective computation of speed, the peripheral apparatus is

ill-suited for this computation given the range of speeds experienced during manual interac-

tions. Rather, the strength of the response in PC fibers and in their downstream targets deter-

mines how fast a surface is perceived as moving across the skin. Because it relies on a heuristic,

the speed signal is highly unreliable and depends strongly on other factors, including surface

texture. During manual interactions with objects, this cutaneous signal about speed is comple-

mented by a sensorimotor signal about the exploratory movements. These two signals together

may yield more veridical information about the relative motion between skin and surface.

Materials and methods

Ethics statement

All human procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB15-1670), and all

subjects (50 subjects in total) provided signed informed consent.

All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

of the University of Chicago (ACUP #72042).

Stimuli

Textured surfaces were diverse, ranging from fine to coarse, including fabrics, embossed dots,

and gratings (see S1 Table) [21,49,50]. Each textured strip (2.5 cm wide × 16 cm long) was

wrapped around an acrylic drum (25.4 cm in diameter and 30.5 cm in length) to cover its sur-

face completely. The drum was mounted on a combination of a horizontal stage (PRO115-

05MM-400, Aerotech, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), a vertical stage (PRO115-05MM-150, Aerotech),

and a rotating motor (SM2316DT-PLS2 SmartMotor, Moog Animatics, Santa Clara, CA,

USA) to allow for the automatic presentation of any texture strip at a prespecified contact

force and scanning speed. On each trial, the drum was first accelerated to its desired rotational

speed and then lowered onto the fingertip at a vertical position that was precalibrated for each

texture to exert a contact force of 0.25 N (±0.1 N). For all psychophysical experiments

described below, the duration of each stimulus was the same across speeds textures (0.8 s) such

that the subjects could not infer speed from the duration of the stimulus.

Psychophysics

Procedures. For all experiments, subjects sat in front of the drum with their right arm

supinated and resting on a support such that the hand was placed under the drum. The index

finger was strapped on a support such that the drum precisely made contact with the same por-

tion of the fingertip and with the prespecified amount of force on each trial. A curtain pre-

vented the view of the textures and the drum. White noise was played through computer

speakers, and subjects wore sound-blocking headphones to mask sounds from the motors or

from the skin’s interaction with the surface [51].

Speed estimation. On each trial, subjects (n = 10, 8 females, 24.6 y old on average) were

passively presented with one of 10 surfaces (thick corduroy, stretch denim, microsuede, wool

blend, city lights, nylon, huck towel, metallic silk, vinyl, and chiffon) and provided a rating
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proportional to its perceived speed. If a surface was perceived to move twice as fast as another,

they were to ascribe to it a rating that was twice as high. Subjects could use a numerical scale of

their choosing and were encouraged to use decimals or fractions. They were explicitly

instructed to ignore the texture and to focus on the perceived speed. Each texture was pre-

sented twice per experimental block at six different speeds (40, 60, 80, 100, or 120 mm/s). The

texture and speed order were randomly permuted. Each subject participated in three experi-

mental blocks, leading to six repeats of each texture and each speed (5 speeds × 10 textures × 6

repetitions = 300 trials). Ratings were normalized by their within-block mean and then aver-

aged across repetitions to yield one value per texture, speed, and subject.

The same experiment was repeated (n = 9, 5 females, 22.4 years old on average) with a dif-

ferent subset of 10 textures that exactly matched those used in the cortical experiment (chiffon,

nylon, stretch denim, huck towel, city lights, deck chair, mixed dots/grating, fuzzy upholstery,

dots, faux croc skin). Five textures were common to both sets. Data from one subject were dis-

carded because he did not understand the instructions.

Given that speed ratings were linearly increasing with speed, the parameters (slope and

intercept) of a linear fit were obtained for each texture and subject. For that purpose, we first

subtracted 80 mm/s from the actual speeds such that the intercept reflected the rating at 80

mm/s for each texture.

Speed discrimination. On each trial, subjects (n = 31, 20 females, 22.7 years old on aver-

age) were passively presented with one pair of textures, a reference, and a comparison. The ref-

erence texture was scanned at 80 mm/s, and the comparison texture at one of seven speeds

(20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140 mm/s). The subjects judged which of the two surfaces moved

faster. In a first experiment, the same texture was presented as the reference and the compari-

son (same texture condition). Each pair of speeds was presented 16 times, leading to 112 trials

(16 repetitions × 7 speeds) per texture. In this experiment, a set of seven textures (corduroy

thick ridges, corduroy thin ridges, stretch denim, metallic silk, microsuede, vinyl, wool blend)

was tested in eight subjects. In a second experiment, the reference and the comparison textures

were different (different-texture condition). Each pair of speeds was repeated 12 times, and

each texture was systematically assigned as reference or comparison, leading to 168 trials (12

repetitions × 2 textures as reference × 7 speeds) per texture pair. Five different pairs of textures

(thick corduroy–stretch denim, corduroy thin–thick ridges, stretch denim–microsuede, metal-

lic silk–wool blend, vinyl–microsuede) were tested in nine subjects. The order of presentation

of the reference and the comparison (first or second), the order of the comparison speed, and

the order of texture pairs were all randomized, and all trials were typically split into three

blocks with breaks in between.

The proportion of trials for which the comparison stimulus was judged to be faster than the

reference was evaluated for each comparison speed. These proportions were then fit to log

(speed) using a normal cumulative density function (using lsqcurvefit in Matlab). The psycho-

metric function was composed of two free parameters: the mean (μ) and the standard devia-

tion (σ). The two parameters were then converted to the PSE (PSE = exp[μ]) and to the Weber

fraction (= σ × 0.6745, which is the relative change of speed required to reach 75% correct dis-

crimination). The same procedure was followed for the paired experiments after splitting the

data by reference texture. For the paired experiments, only the PSE was computed.

Vibrometry. Laser Doppler vibrometry was used to record texture-elicited vibrations on

the right index finger pad of five subjects (Polytec OFV-3001 with OFV 311 sensor head, Poly-

tec, Irvine, CA, USA). The methods have been described in a previous publication [48,49] and

are only summarized here. The laser was focused on the finger pad 7–15 mm from the locus of

stimulation onto a small square of white-out tape (BIC USA, Shelton, CT, USA) applied to the

skin to increase signal strength by increasing reflectivity. Each of the 55 textures was scanned
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10 times on the index fingertip at 80 mm/s. The data were digitized at 100 kHz, and only a win-

dow of 0.5 s made up of a steady-state skin response was analyzed. The average RMS value

across subjects was obtained for each texture and averaged across repetitions after filtering the

velocity signal with a second-order band-pass Butterworth filter (150 Hz–750 Hz).

Neurophysiology

Peripheral recordings. Previous reports describe in detail the experimental procedures

and the apparatus [21,50]. Briefly, extracellular single-unit recordings were collected from the

median and ulnar nerves of six rhesus macaques using standard procedures [52,53]. Spiking

responses of 17 SA1, 15 RA, and 7 PC fibers innervating the fingertips were recorded during

the scanning of textures on the center of their RFs. Units were classified as SA1, RA, and PC

fibers using standard methods. Textures (n = 55) were scanned at three different speeds (40,

80, and 120 mm/s). Each texture was presented at least twice at each speed. In total, 9 SA1, 9

RA, and 3 PC fibers were held long enough to run the entire protocol with a high signal-to-

noise ratio, and only those were included for the analyses.

Cortical recordings. All procedures have been described in a previous publication [27]

and are only summarized here. Extracellular recordings were made in the postcentral gyri of

three hemispheres of three macaque monkeys using previously described techniques [54]. On

each recording day, a multielectrode microdrive, loaded with three electrodes, was lowered

normal to the cortical surface and driven into the cortex until they encountered neurons from

Brodmann’s areas 3b, 1, and 2 of somatosensory cortex, with RFs on the distal finger pad. The

different cortical fields were identified by tracking the progression of RFs across the cortical

surface, as we have previously done. We recorded from neurons whose RFs were located on

the distal pads of digits 2–5. On roughly every second day of recording, the electrode array was

shifted 200 μm along the postcentral gyrus until the entire representation of digits 2–5 had

been covered. Recordings were obtained from neurons in areas 3b, 1, and 2 that met the fol-

lowing criteria: (1) action potentials were well isolated from the background noise, (2) the RF

of the neuron included at least one of the distal finger pads on digits 2–5, (3) the finger could

be positioned such that the RF of the neuron was fully stimulated by the texture drum, and (4)

the neuron was clearly driven by light cutaneous touch. A subset of 10 textures (see the Psycho-

physics section) was presented five times at four different speeds (60, 80, 100, and 120 mm/s).

Data analyses. The peripheral and the cortical data were processed in the same way. To

evaluate the firing rates, we restricted the analysis to a time window that included only the

steady-state response, excluding its onset and offset transients. The duration of the window

depended on the stimulus speed (2, 1, and 0.5 s for 40, 80, and 120 mm/s for the peripheral

responses, and 2, 1.5, 1.2, and 1 s for 60, 80, 100, and 120 mm/s for the cortical responses,

respectively). Given that the firing rates increased approximately linearly with speed, the

parameters (slopes and intercepts) of a linear regression of the firing rate as a function of speed

were obtained for each texture and each neuron, after averaging across repetitions (as in Fig

5). To isolate the effect of speed from that of texture on the response (in the Speed coding in

cortex section of the Results), firing rates were normalized within texture (by the grand mean

of the responses to that texture across speeds and repetitions), and a regression relating nor-

malized response—averaged across textures—to speed was computed for each neuron (as in

Fig 7). For these regressions, speeds were first centered such that the y-intercept of the regres-

sion reflected its value at 80 mm/s.

We used cross-validated ridge regression with a leave-one-out procedure to evaluate

whether taking spike timing into consideration improves our ability to decode speed from

afferent responses. As we have previously done [55,56], we used a spike distance metric [57] to
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gauge the dissimilarity between pairs of spike trains from the same afferent over different con-

ditions (n = 30, 10 textures × 3 speeds). With the cost of adding or removing a spike fixed at 1,

we varied the parameter q—which determines the cost shifting a spike—to assess the influence

of temporal precision. For each afferent, a distance matrix (30 × 30) was computed for values

of q ranging from 1 to 1,000 s−1 (thus spanning temporal resolutions from 1,000 to 1 ms). We

used triplets of afferents of each type, selected with replacement (nrep = 24), to build three-ele-

ment feature vectors, each obtained by summing the distance matrices (by taking the square

root of the sum of squares) and then performing classical multidimensional scaling (cmdscale

in Matlab) and retaining only the three first dimensions. For q = 0, this process is equivalent to

using firing rates. For q> 0, the features contain information related to spike timing at a reso-

lution determined by q [56]. We then used this feature vector to predict speed for the left-out

condition. The ridge parameter was iteratively optimized such that it minimized the cross-vali-

dated mean squared error. The coefficient of determination (R2) could then be computed over

all conditions, each left out in turn. We also computed the correlation between the prediction

(from the afferent responses) and the average speed ratings (from the Psychophysics section)

to assess the degree to which the effect of texture led to similar decoding errors.

To decode speed from the cortical population firing rates, we again used cross-validated

ridge regression with the same procedures. The decoding performance was evaluated for dif-

ferent population sizes, starting from one neuron and increasing the population size in steps of

one to the entire population (n = 49). At each step k, we randomly sampled k neurons from the

population, fit a ridge regression model to predict the stimulus speed from the firing rates of

these k neurons. We repeated this procedure 100 times by resampling k neurons randomly

and reported the mean performance. We applied the same method to decode speed within and

across textures.

The relative contributions of the different afferent types to the response of each neuron in

somatosensory cortex were estimated with a linear model [27] using data collected at 80 mm/s.

Specifically, we regressed the z-scored mean texture responses of each cortical neuron on the

z-scored mean responses of SA1, RA, and PC afferents. For this analysis, we used a subset of 24

textures for which both peripheral and cortical responses had been recorded. These normal-

ized regression weights were used as measures of the relative strength of SA1, RA, and PC

afferent input into each neuron.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Speed ratings and vibration intensity. (A, B) Speed ratings for the subset of textures

used in the cortical experiments (n = 8). Each color denotes a different surface. (C) Intercept

(averaged across subjects) versus vibratory intensity (averaged across subjects, n = 5). Vibra-

tion intensity is shown in dB with respect to mean intensity across textures. Textures that elicit

stronger vibrations tend to be perceived as moving faster. Data underlying this figure can be

found in S1 Data.

(EPS)

S2 Fig. Speed ratings are related to speed discrimination performance. (A) Speed ratings

and speed discrimination performance reveal similar texture dependence of speed sensitivity.

Weber fractions are negatively correlated with speed regression slopes across the six shared

textures. Error bars denote the SEM (n = 9 for Weber fractions, n = 10 for speed rating slopes).

(B) Differences in PSE versus differences in log(Weber fraction). Differences in sensitivity,

measured in the same-texture condition, do not correlate with differences in PSE, measured in

the different-texture condition. Each color shows a different pair of textures. Small bright dots

denote single-subject data. Large dark dots denote means. Data underlying this figure can be
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found in S1 Data. PSE, point of subjective equality.

(EPS)

S3 Fig. Sensitivity of afferent responses to speed. (A) Slope and intercept of the regression

relating the firing rate of tactile fibers to speed (SA1 fibers in green, RA fibers in blue, and PC

fibers in orange). Error bars denote the SEM (n = 9 SA1, 9 RA, and 3 PC fibers). (B) Speed rat-

ing versus speed predicted from a multiple regression of the three afferent population average

firing rates (3 predictors + 1 intercept). Each dot is the mean across all subjects. Different col-

ors denote different textures. (C–E) Intercept of the regression relating speed rating to speed

versus intercept of the regression relating afferent firing rate to speed. Perceptual biases are

best predicted from PC fiber firing rates. Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data.

PC, Pacinian corpuscle–associated; RA, rapidly adapting; SA1, slowly adapting type 1.

(EPS)

S4 Fig. Contribution of precise spike timing to speed perception. (A) Cross-validated per-

formance of a speed decoder (multiple regression) as a function of temporal resolution. Affer-

ents’ firing rates provide poor predictions of the actual speed, and taking precise spike timing

into consideration does not improve performance. Lines and shaded area denote mean ± SD

across repetitions (n = 24 for SA1 and RA fibers, n = 1 for PC fibers). (B) Correlation between

decoded speed and perceptual ratings. Decoding actual speed from afferent firing rates leads

to errors that mirror the perceptual biases for the RA and PC afferents. Data underlying this

figure can be found in S1 Data. PC, Pacinian corpuscle–associated; RA, rapidly adapting; SA1,

slowly adapting type 1.

(EPS)

S5 Fig. Cortical neuron responses to different speeds. (A) Cortical neurons are not tuned to

speed. Difference in the AIC for a quadratic and a linear fit versus the extrema of the fitted

quadratic function. Black dots denote concave downward quadratic fits (tuned responses, see

inset), and red dots denote concave upward fits (untuned responses). Of the six neurons with a

positive AIC difference and a “preferred speed” within the range tested, none show a peak in

firing rate greater than 7% above the mean firing rate across speeds, so their “tuning” is so shal-

low as to be irrelevant. (B) The texture-dependent bias in the speed rating is not related to the

mean population firing rate in somatosensory cortex. Perceptual bias (intercept of the regres-

sion as in S1B Fig) as a function of the normalized population firing rate for each texture. Data

underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data. AIC, Akaike information criterion.

(EPS)

S6 Fig. An EMD-like mechanism cannot work for tactile speed. (A) The (x, y) coordinates of

240 afferents were obtained after uniformly sampling within a patch of skin with a 1-cm2 circle.

In total, 240 units per cm2 is the maximum afferent density at the fingertips [58]. The distance

between all possible pairs of afferents was computed and is shown as a histogram. (B) Typical

exploration velocity statistics, obtained from a lognormal distribution centered on 30 mm/s

[24]. (C) Statistics of the resulting integration time (ratio of distance to velocity). The median

time is approximately 150 ms, which far exceeds plausible times for a coincidence detector [59].

Data underlying this figure can be found in S1 Data. EMD, elementary motion detector.

(EPS)

S1 Data. Data associated with Figs 1–8 and S1–S6 Figs.

(XLSX)

S1 Table. List of textures and experiments.

(DOCX)
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